Quasar is a typeface family designed for composing complex texts, with a particular focus on non-linear reading
experiences. Initially created to typeset the content of
dictionaries, the original version of the family included
seven members : a serif typeface that included a regular
and a bold weight with accompanying italics, as well as a
sans-serif comprised of a black, a light and a light italic.
But even though dictionaries were an interesting starting
point in terms of constraints, it turned out to be too specific. I wanted to make my family usable for other kinds
of publications and sought to make it more versatile.
Consequently, the family was enlarged to twelve members, including a display variant.
Quasar has been designed to meet the special needs
of complex, high-density documents : the styles are split
across four ranges of weight, allowing the typesetter to
create layers of informations and enabling the reader
to dig through these layers. The family simply reveals the
underlying structure of complex documents, and guides
the reader through his search for specific information.
Yet even if these differences in style should help the
reader to navigate between various levels of information,
they must also confer a harmonious colour to the text :
hence the four weights were determined to offer
a balance between homogeneity and differentiation.
Along a similar line, I came to question the notion of
family in type design. In the specific case of a dictionary, many different layers of information necessarily
cohabit within the same space. It seemed interesting to
me to design the various styles based on their function,
and thus to obtain a heterogenous family in which each
member expressed its own personality. Yet again, it was
necessary to remain subtle in the distinction. According
to these choices, I worked from functional constraints
that determined the characteristics to be assigned to
each variant of the family.
In the end, Quasar is a typeface family that aspires to
strike a balance between a variety of shapes and genetic
consistency. The twelve fonts make it possible to structure many types of complex documents designed for
non-linear reading, from dictionaries to maps.
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The function of this light variant is expressed through its design. Its width is slightly condensed, firstly to make it stand out from the other fonts, secondly so that it does not create too
much white space in the page. The shapes are simple and efficient, without being too rigid.
The lowercase shoulders are soft and flexible.
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The function of this light variant is expressed through its design. Its width is
slightly condensed, firstly to make it stand out from the other fonts, secondly so that it does not create too much white space in the page. The shapes
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The function of this light variant is expressed through its design.
Its width is slightly condensed, firstly to make it stand out
from the other fonts, secondly so that it does not create too
much white space in the page. The shapes are simple and
efficient, without being too rigid. The lowercase shoulders are
soft and flexible.
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The function of this light variant is expressed through
its design. Its width is slightly condensed, firstly to make
it stand out from the other fonts, secondly so that it
does not create too much white space in the page. The
shapes are simple and efficient, without being too rigid.
The lowercase shoulders are soft and flexible.
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The function of this light variant is expressed
through its design. Its width is slightly condensed,
firstly to make it stand out from the other fonts,
secondly so that it does not create too much
white space in the page. The shapes are simple
and efficient, without being too rigid. The lowercase shoulders are soft and flexible.
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The italic of the light is a slanted version of the roman. Beyond underlining its very functional and technical aspect (the principal characteristic for these two fonts), this choice
allows to differentiate this italic from the serif one, which has a very gestural and calligraphic structure. The only notable difference with the upright design is that the shape of the
e becomes round, which is more consistent with the italic structure.
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The italic of the light is a slanted version of the roman. Beyond underlining
its very functional and technical aspect (the principal characteristic for
these two fonts), this choice allows to differentiate this italic from the serif
one, which has a very gestural and calligraphic structure. The only notable
difference with the upright design is that the shape of the e becomes
round, which is more consistent with the italic structure.
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The italic of the light is a slanted version of the roman. Beyond
underlining its very functional and technical aspect (the
principal characteristic for these two fonts), this choice allows
to differentiate this italic from the serif one, which has a very
gestural and calligraphic structure. The only notable difference
with the upright design is that the shape of the e becomes
round, which is more consistent with the italic structure.
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The italic of the light is a slanted version of the roman.
Beyond underlining its very functional and technical
aspect (the principal characteristic for these two fonts),
this choice allows to differentiate this italic from the
serif one, which has a very gestural and calli-graphic
structure. The only notable difference with the upright
design is that the shape of the e becomes round, which
is more consistent with the italic structure.
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The italic of the light is a slanted version of the
roman. Beyond underlining its very functional
and technical aspect, this choice allows to differentiate this italic from the serif one, which has
a very gestural and calligraphic structure. The
only notable difference with the upright design
is that the shape of the e becomes round, which
is more consistent with the italic structure.
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This font was considered both as his companion and as a possible alternative to
the regular serif. Its design stands somewhere between this one and the bold sans
serif : it has the structure of the regular (shapes, connections, proportions), and the
formal details of the bold (terminals, flaring stems). It's very legible in small size.
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regular (shapes, connections, proportions), and the formal details
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This font was considered both as his companion and as
a possible alternative to the regular serif. Its design
stands somewhere between this one and the bold sans
serif : it has the structure of the regular (shapes, connections, proportions), and the formal details of the bold
(terminals, flaring stems). It's very legible in small size.
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This font was considered both as his companion
and as a possible alternative to the regular serif.
Its design stands somewhere between this one
and the bold sans serif : it has the structure of the
regular (shapes, connections, proportions), and
the formal details of the bold (terminals, flaring
stems). It's very legible in small size.
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This font was considered both as his companion and as a possible alternative to the
regular serif. Its design stands somewhere
between this one and the bold sans serif :
it has the structure of the regular (shapes,
connections, proportions), and the formal details of the bold (terminals, flaring
stems). It's very legible in small size.
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This italic had to be coherent with the serif italic, but it was actually difficult to transpose the calligraphic and gestural appearance on a sans serif font, which is supposed
to be more stable and simple. Its design is simplified, more based one the light italic's
one, but still transmit a feeling of flexibility.
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This italic had to be coherent with the serif italic, but it was
actually difficult to transpose the calligraphic and gestural
appearance on a sans serif font, which is supposed to be more
stable and simple. Its design is simplified, more based one the
light italic's one, but still transmit a feeling of flexibility.
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This italic had to be coherent with the serif italic, but
it was actually difficult to transpose the calligraphic
and gestural appearance on a sans serif font, which
is supposed to be more stable and simple. Its design
is simplified, more based one the light italic's one,
but still transmit a feeling of flexibility.
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This italic had to be coherent with the serif italic, but it was actually difficult to transpose the
calligraphic and gestural appearance on a sans
serif font, which is supposed to be more stable
and simple. Its design is simplified, more based
one the light italic's one, but still transmit a
feeling of flexibility .
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The regular serif has been conceived as the main font for setting long texts.
It has to be very fluid and to offer a confortable reading experience in small
size, which is why its x-height and its width are so generous. Moreover, the
contrast is not too marked and the serifs are very pronounced, as to increase
its steadiness.
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The regular serif has been conceived as the main font for setting long texts. It has to be very fluid and to offer a confortable
reading experience in small size, which is why its x-height and
its width are so generous. Moreover, the contrast is not too
marked and the serifs are very pronounced, as to increase
its steadiness.
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The regular serif has been conceived as the main
font for setting long texts. It has to be very fluid and
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generous. Moreover, the contrast is not too marked
and the serifs are very pronounced, as to increase
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The regular serif has been conceived as the
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The regular serif has been conceived as
the main font for setting long texts. It
has to be very fluid and to offer a confortable reading experience in small size,
which is why its x-height and its width
are so generous. Moreover, the contrast
is not too marked and the serifs are very
pronounced, as to increase its steadiness.
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The principal constraint for this italic was to make it more sensible and flexible
than the regular serif, for maximum contrast. In order to transmit the expressivity
of language through its design, its shapes are slightly calligraphic. The stems are
gently flared and not always parallel, which creates a sensation of movement.
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The principal constraint for this italic was
to make it more sensible and flexible than
the regular serif, for maximum contrast. In
order to transmit the expressivity of language
through its design, its shapes are slightly
calligraphic. The stems are gently flared and
not always parallel, which creates a sensation of movement.
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To make the design of the bold, the regular's principal characteristics
have been slightly accentuated. It's not aimed at composing long
texts, rather at putting forward some words or extract, that's why it's
really strong. Aside from the terminals, the shapes are similar to the
regular one's.
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To make the design of the bold, the
regular's principal characteristics have
been slightly accentuated. It's not aimed at composing long texts, rather at
putting forward some words or extract,
that's why it's really strong. Aside from
the terminals, the shapes are similar to
the regular one's.
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The structure of the bold italic is based on the italic serif. Together with
the weight, the italic's main characteristics are exacerbated, more present,
except the flared stems which have been tamed down. Upstrokes have been
thickened, in order to avoid an excess in contrast which would have impaired
legibility in small sizes.
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The structure of the bold italic is based on the italic serif.
Together with the weight, the italic's main characteristics are
exacerbated, more present, except the flared stems which have
been tamed down. Upstrokes have been thickened, in order to
avoid an excess in contrast which would have impaired legibility in small sizes.
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The structure of the bold italic is based on the italic
serif. Together with the weight, the italic's main characteristics are exacerbated, more present, except the
flared stems which have been tamed down. Upstrokes
have been thickened, in order to avoid an excess in
contrast which would have impaired legibility in
small sizes.
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The structure of the bold italic is based on
the italic serif. Together with the weight, the
italic's main characteristics are exacerbated,
more present, except the flared stems which
have been tamed down. Upstrokes have been
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The structure of the bold italic is based on
the italic serif. Together with the weight,
the italic's main characteristics are exacerbated, more present, except the flared
stems which have been tamed down. Upstrokes have been thickened, in order to
avoid an excess in contrast which would
have impaired legibility in small sizes.
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This font has been drawn to strike a good balance between the light
and the black. Some details have been crafted to make it a good
companion for the regular sans-serif. Its shapes are strong and
stable, so that it can be used as an efficient visual cue in the text.
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between the light and the black. Some details have been
crafted to make it a good companion for the regular
sans-serif. Its shapes are strong and stable, so that it
can be used as an efficient visual cue in the text.
size 10 / 11,9

This font has been drawn to strike a good
balance between the light and the black. Some
details have been crafted to make it a good
companion for the regular sans-serif. Its shapes
are strong and stable, so that it can be used as
an efficient visual cue in the text.
size 11,5 / 13,6

This font has been drawn to strike a good
balance between the light and the black.
Some details have been crafted to make
it a good companion for the regular sansserif. Its shapes are strong and stable, so
that it can be used as an efficient visual
cue in the text.

ponctuation

,-.:;[](){}

size 13 / 14,8

This font has been drawn to strike a
good balance between the light and
the black. Some details have been
crafted to make it a good companion
for the regular sans-serif. Its shapes
are strong and stable, so that it can
be used as an efficient visual cue in
the text.

Quasar bold sans
ccedilla - size 260

ç

black sans

crux

mars

orion

pictor

octans

néreides
ursa major

uppercase

size 7 / 8,5

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQ
RSTUVWXYZ

The black has been conceived as if it was carved in stone, to
make it as visually striking as possible, without impairing
legibility in smaller sizes. Its shapes are curvy and generous,
so it doesn't seems too rigide. In line with this idea, the stems
are slightly flared.

lowercase

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
tuvwxyz
diacritics

ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐÑ
ÒÓÔÕÖØÙÚÛÜÝŸĂĄǼĆ
ĈĊČĎĐĒĔĖĘĚẼĜĞĠĢĤĦĨ
ĪĬĮĴĶĹĻĽĿŁŃŅŇŌŎŐŒŔ
ŖŘŚŜŞŠŢŤŦŨŪŬŮŰŲẀ
ẂẄŴỲŶȲỸŹŻŽàáâãäå
æçèéêëìíîïðñòóôõöøù
úûüýþÿāăąǽćĉċčďđēĕ
ėęěẽĝğġģĥħĩīĭįĵķĺļľŀł
ńņňōŏőœŕŗřśŝşšţťŧũūŭ
ůűųẁẃẅŵỳŷȳỹźżž
figures

0123456789
ponctuation

+,-.:;<=>?![](){}«»

size 8,5 / 10,2

The black has been conceived as if it was carved
in stone, to make it as visually striking as possible, without impairing legibility in smaller sizes.
Its shapes are curvy and generous, so it doesn't
seems too rigide. In line with this idea, the stems
are slightly flared.
size 10 / 11,9

The black has been conceived as if it
was carved in stone, to make it as visually
striking as possible, without impairing
legibility in smaller sizes. Its shapes are
curvy and generous, so it doesn't seems
too rigide. In line with this idea, the stems
are slightly flared.
size 11,5 / 13,6

The black has been conceived as if
it was carved in stone, to make it as
visually striking as possible, without
impairing legibility in smaller sizes.
Its shapes are curvy and generous,
so it doesn't seems too rigide. In line
with this idea, the stems are slightly
flared.
size 13 / 14,8

The black has been conceived as
if it was carved in stone, to make
it as visually striking as possible,
without impairing legibility in
smaller sizes. Its shapes are curvy
and generous, so it doesn't seems
too rigide. In line with this idea,
the stems are slightly flared.

Quasar black sans
five - size 260

5

display, italic

rhea
thebe

corvus
perseus

mintaka
pleidades
triangulum

uppercase

size 16 / 19

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
TUVWYZ

The display is similar to the
other serif variants, but with
an other flavour. Very bold,
with high contrast and exacerbated shapes, all the design
constraints have been turned
upside down.

lowercase

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuv
wxyz
diacritics

àæèéœù
lowercase

size 24 / 28

a b c d e f h i k l m n o p q r s
t u v x

The display is
similar to the other
serif variants, but
with an other
flavour : very bold,
with high contrast
and exacerbated
shapes, all the
design constraints
have been turned
upside down.

Quasar display
p - size 260

p

Quasar display italic
h - size 260

h

quasar

mintaka
columba
leo minor
monoceros
ganymede
andromeda

néreides
vulpecula
denebokab
menkalinan
alpha pegasi
miaplacidus

display

display italic

n
n

bold

black sans

n

bold italic

bold sans

n
n
n

regular

italic

regular sans

regular sans italic

n
n
n
n

light sans

light sans italic
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